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PFAS Policy and Regulations Subgroup 

Final Meeting Minutes (approved 2/22/21)

WebEx, Office of Drinking Water, 109 Governor Street 6th Floor, Richmond, VA 23219 

1:00 pm to 2:30 pm, January 14, 2021 

1. Welcome and meeting overview
ODW Policy Director, Nelson Daniel called the meeting to order 1:06 p.m.  The meeting
was conducted in a public format and recorded. Minutes and meeting materials will be
posted on Town Hall.

Subgroup Members Present:

Guests 

Phillip Musegaas (Potomac Riverkeeper Network)  
Paul Nyffeler (Chem Law)  
Jamie Hedges (Fairfax Water)  
Jillian Terhune (City of Norfolk)  
Wendy Eikenberry (Augusta County Service Authority)  
John Aulbach (Aqua Virginia)  
Jessica Edwards (Loudoun Water)  
Mike McEvoy (Western Virginia Water Authority)  
Nelson Daniel (VDH Office of Drinking Water) – VDH Lead* 

Morgan Guthridge (Lindl Corporation)  
Mike Lawless (Draper Aden Associates)  
Tyla Matteson (citizen)  
Karen Anderson (Friends of the Shenandoah River)  
Dr. William Mann (citizen)  
JP Verheul (Enthalpy Analytical Laboratories)  
Lindsay Boone (Enthalpy Analytical Laboratories)  
Patrick McKeown (ECT2 Montrose Environmental Group) 
Carroll Courtenay (Southern Environmental Law Center) 

ODW Christine Latino 

2. Nelson used a presentation to proceed through the meeting.  The presentation follows the
minutes.

Objectives – Evaluate existing approaches to regulating PFAS, including regulatory
approaches adopted by other states and the federal government.  Focus on six specific
PFAS chemicals.
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At the previous subgroup meeting, individual subgroup members agreed to research 
states that have established regulatory limits for PFAS in drinking water.  Subgroup 
members will have an opportunity to report on the status of their research during today’s 
meeting, in addition to identifying additional research needs. 

3. Subgroup members reported as follows (see presentation):

a. EPA, Maryland, New York: Philip Musegaas

EPA
Made an initial determination to begin the process of deciding to regulate.  
No formal regulation to set limits.   
Validation of testing methods for 11 PFAS chemicals,  
Notice of proposed rulemaking – PFAS on Toxics Release Inventory List  
Current EPA health advisory limit – 70 ppt. PFOA + PFOS  
Other states have set limits much lower than that.   
Doing exposure assessments in areas around military installations that are 
documented with PFAS   

Maryland 
Similar to EPA – has not established any formal regulatory limits.   
Assessing risk of PFAS in water and bioaccumulation in water.  
Larger waterworks are starting to sample for PFAS.   
Requiring wastewater treatment plants to test also.   
Legislation – Passed – HB619/CH0276 prohibits use of firefighting foam 
containing PFAS for training 

New York 
Taken a number of actions … established a broad ban on food packaging 
that contains PFAS (use, manufacturing, sale, packaging) (effective 2023) 
Regulations set MCL for PFOS and PFOA at 10 ppt ea.  In an email 
following the meeting, Phillip said the NY Dept. of Health adopted the 
MCLs in the late summer of 2020. See: 
https://regs.health.ny.gov/sites/default/files/proposed-
regulations/Maximum%20Contaminant%20Levels%20%28MCLs%29.pdf  

b. Colorado: Jessica Edwards
Following EPA guidelines.   
Pushing for source water monitoring.  
Legislation is mostly on industry dischargers and aqueous firefighting 
foam (AFFF); less emphasis on drinking water.  

c. Connecticut: Jillian Terhune -
Joint regulatory approach between Department of Public Health and 
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)  

https://regs.health.ny.gov/sites/default/files/proposed-regulations/Maximum%20Contaminant%20Levels%20%28MCLs%29.pdf
https://regs.health.ny.gov/sites/default/files/proposed-regulations/Maximum%20Contaminant%20Levels%20%28MCLs%29.pdf
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Sum of 5 PFAS < 70 ppt (same level as EPA, but adding three additional 
compounds PFNA, PFHxS and PFHpA) 
Nov 2019: came up with an action plan (summarized on slide)   
DPH and DEEP – considers drinking water, food-related and   
environmental/occupations exposure potential to PFAS.   

Considering legislation, but no action yet:  
- AFFF take-back program, AFFF ban, Establish Safe Drinking Water

Advisory Council – similar to PFAS group
Require disclosure of PFAS containing products on safety data sheets  
More emphasis (via proposed legislation) on producers than drinking 
water.   
August 2020 – Public Protection planning for the take-back and safe 
disposal of AFFF containing PFAS,  
DEEP GIS project to identify potential PFAS sources to evaluate 
vulnerability to pollution.  
DEEP planning initial testing at 1/3 of CT’s wastewater treatment plants – 
including analysis of influent and effluent.   

d. Massachusetts: Jamie Hedges
Adopted MCL regulation effective October 2020,  
Regulating 6 PFAS compounds – sum of all 6 does not exceed 20 ppt.   
Required to conduct a triennial assessment.   
Staggered implementation, beginning Jan 2020; small systems started fall 
2020.  
If PFAS detected >10 ppt, additional testing is required, along with public 
education.  

Of note… Providing free PFAS testing through June 2021, with about 
$8M in budget, also providing grant funding to remove PFAS compounds.  
Taking an initial look at PFAS compounds in wastewater residuals that are 
land applied; Sept 2020 DEP initiated meeting to address PFAS in land 
applied waste water residuals. 
Regulations – detailed and through and lay out a program for testing and 
steps to take when PFAS are detected.    

e. Michigan: Mike McEvoy
Speaker from MI will give a presentation to PFAS Workgroup on Jan 19.  
(MCLs state adopted on PowerPoint presentation)   
2019 governor signed executive order to keep a group of 7 state agencies 
together to investigate PFAS,  
MI has done a lot of samples drinking and ground water, putting appx. 
$25M into sampling, other items to study, address PFAS 
Had an academic advisory team that helped with issues.   
Adopted MCLs in August 2020.   
Continued to work on ground water issues and screening criteria.  
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MI was one of the first states to discover PFAS, significant contamination 
in some locations. Also did a lot of work investigating industrial sources – 
which ones are most likely to have used PFAS.   

f. Minnesota: Wendy Eikenberry
Regulations began in 2002 –  
Work on PFAS started in 90’s when 3M found a contaminated well.  
Re Minnesota limits – 35 ppt limit for PFOA 35 is being evaluated.   
PFOS limit lowered in 2019.  
Tracking PFHxS in 2019.   
Two contamination sites that have do not eat fish order.   
Funding for testing came from settlement from 3M   
Contaminated public sources being treated with GAC.  
Only regulation – as of July 2020, AFFF was prohibited for all fire 
services.  References on PowerPoint presentation.  
MN has water quality criteria for wastewater dischargers, some extremely 
low (.05 ppt for PFOS – for 2 creeks in St. Paul area). MN has done 
research on human impacts of PFAS in drinking waters. 
Subgroup members discussed the extent of AFFF bans and asked if they 
apply when use is required by federal rule (as an FAA requirement).  A 
member noted that CT is using an alternative for training (dyed water), 
and one airport is using drains to contain discharge. 

g. New Hampshire: Paul Nyffeler
NH established MCLs by statute, did not establish MCLGs. 
However, earlier work on MCLs was based on enabling statute (detail in 
presentation)   
Public record for regulatory action was supposed to consider cost, but 
NHDES failed to provide appropriate cost-benefit analysis 

h. New Jersey: John Aulbach (notes added after the meeting from information John
provided to Nelson)

First state to establish a standard in 2016/2017 
PFOA MCL 14 ppt 
PFOS MCL 13 ppt 
NJ is conducting water system monitoring in the 1st QTR of 2021 
Some initial sampling indicates (as of April 2020): 
39 systems >PFOA MCL 
19 systems > PFOS MCL 
15 systems have taken action to reduce exposure 
The standard appears to have been established so that it is also applicable 
to private well owners 
Initial sampling of 982 private wells 
284 > PFOA MCL 
40 > PFOS MCL 
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The NJ Drinking Water Quality Institute was involved and reviewed 
data/information prior to establishing the MCLs 
NJ analyzed what EPA considered when they developed the 70 ppt Health 
Advisory level and provided basis for establishing a lower level.   

i. North Carolina: John Aulbach (notes added after the meeting from information
John provided to Nelson)

Available information indicated that NC doesn’t intend to establish a 
specific state standard and that they are waiting on EPA.  Information did 
not indicate any movement to establish a drinking water MCL.  But focus 
does seem to be on groundwater contamination and the sources, as well as, 
discharges 
In 2016 the NC Policy Collaboratory was established to research PFAS 
occurrence in drinking water and identify location of point sources.  In 
2019 sampling was done at drinking water intakes 
NC has issued NOVs to WWTPs and seem to be regulating discharges 
thru their state NPDES program 

4. Discussion about additional research needs
Nelson will combine the information discussed this week.  He is still looking for
comments and suggestions for additional information.

5. File storage
VDH is still working on a storage and sharing network and will get back with the group.
Please share any additional documents with Nelson and he will keep them together.

6. Public comments
Mike Lawless (Draper Aden Associates) invited everyone to attend a panel discussion on
Thursday, January 28 for updates on Virginia DEQ's regulatory action plan and
discussion about assessment, analytical techniques, and treatment strategies for PFAS.
Registration is available at: https://mailchi.mp/daa/pfaspanelva

7. Schedule next meeting, conclusion
The next meeting will be in February (tentatively, week of February 15, 2021)



PFAS Policy and Regulations Subgroup 

Draft Meeting Agenda 

WebEx, Office of Drinking Water, 109 Governor Street 6th Floor, Richmond, VA 23219 

1:00 pm to 2:30 pm, January 14, 2021 
 

1. Instructions for using Webex 
2. Welcome and meeting overview 
3. Member reports on research (3-5 min each) 

a. California: Andrea Wortzel  
b. Colorado: Jessica Edwards 
c. Connecticut: Jillian Terhune 
d. EPA, Maryland: Philip Musegaas 
e. New York: Philip Musegaas 
f. Massachusetts: Jamie Hedges 
g. Michigan: Mike McEvoy 
h. Minnesota: Wendy Eikenberry  
i. New Hampshire: Paul Nyffeler 
j. New Jersey: John Aulbach 
k. North Carolina: John Aulbach 
l. Vermont: Russ Navratil 
m. Other states: Steve Risotto 

4. Discussion about additional research needs 
5. Deliverables for the next meeting 
6. File storage 
7. Public comments 
8. Schedule next meeting, conclusion 

 

Next meeting in February 2021 (tentatively, week of February 15, 2021) 
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“y” indicates the person attended the January 14 meeting
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Other PFAS “as deemed necessary” – does anyone have other PFAS that they want 
to add?
PFBA – not included in other states’ guidelines;
PFBS – included in UCMR3,
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This is not up to date!
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Interim Guidance – comment deadline 2/22/21 – recommends sampling effluent 
Hyperlinks:
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa‐announces‐proposed‐decision‐regulate‐pfoa‐and‐
pfos‐drinking‐water
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/pfas/activities/index.html
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Hyperlinks
https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Water/water_supply/Pages/PFAS_Home.aspx
https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Water/FishandShellfish/Pages/StMarys_PFAS.aspx
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S8817 takes effect 12/31/22, includes GenX 

Haz substance listing – storage, id and release reporting requirements. 
Hyperlinks
https://legislation.nysenate.gov/pdf/bills/2019/S8817
https://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/108831.html
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https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/press_room/press_releases/2020/pr02062020_pfoa_pfo
s_response_levels.pdf
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/PFOA_PFOS.html
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Based on agreement with EPA Health Advisory: CT added PFNA, PFHxS, PFHpA based on 
occurrence data and literature/studies showing these 3 compounds have some of the same 
health effects as PFOS and PFOA.

https://portal.ct.gov/‐/media/Departments‐and‐
Agencies/DPH/dph/environmental_health/eoha/Toxicology_Risk_Assessment/2018‐
uploads/Perfluoroalkyl‐Substances‐PFASs‐in‐DWHealth‐Concerns.pdf?la=en
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Ongoing‐, short‐, and long‐term goals all have time bound definitions (current, 3‐6 months, 
6‐12 months)
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SDW Advisory council would create legislation requiring recommendations for MCLs, 
notification levels, testing timeframes/frequencies, public education. Would be appointed 
by Commissioner of Public Health – technical experts/stakeholders.
AFFF = aqueous film forming foams (fire‐fighting)
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Jamie Hedges
Does not include (perfluorobutyrate) PFBA;
Adds PFDA (perfluorodecanoic acid)
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ALSO… https://www.mass.gov/news/baker‐polito‐administration‐establishes‐strict‐
standards‐for‐pfas‐in‐drinking‐water‐to‐protect
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https://www.michigan.gov/som/0,4669,7‐192‐47796‐534660‐‐,00.html
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Wendy Eikenberry 

PFOS – 15 PPB *
* Minnesota Department of Health Guidance Value Based on available information, 
MDH developed a guidance value of 0.015 ppb for PFOS in groundwater. A person 
drinking water at or below the guidance value would be at little or no risk for 
harmful health effects. MDH does not use guidance values to regulate water quality, 
but they may be useful for situations in which no regulations exist. MDH develops 
guidance values to protect people who are most vulnerable to the potentially 
harmful effects of a contaminant, including those who may be exposed for long 
periods of time.
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/risk/docs/guidance/gw
/pfosinfo.pdf 
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Only regulatory action, as of July 2020, AFFF prohibited for training, use (intentionally 
added compounds) 
Minnesota AFFF Statute: 
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/2020/cite/325F.072?keyword_type=all&keyword=PF
AS
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https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/risk/guidance/gw/table.html
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https://www.nj.gov/dep/rules/rules/njac7_10.pdf
https://www.nj.gov/dep/rules/adoptions/adopt_20200601a.pdf
Comment from subgroup member – NJ did a lot of work analyzing EPA basis for 70 ppt and 
why they didn’t agree with EPA’s health advisory level
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May be worthwhile to look deeper into the NJ actions.

https://www.environmentallawandpolicy.com/2020/06/new‐jersey‐adopts‐stringent‐pfas‐
drinking‐water‐rules‐and‐adds‐compounds‐to‐list‐of‐hazardous‐substances/

https://www.state.nj.us/dep/watersupply/g_boards_dwqi.html
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https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2019/hb1175

Available information indicated that NC doesn’t intend to establish a specific state standard 
and that they are waiting on EPA. Information did not indicate any movement to establish 
a drinking water MCL. But focus does seem to be on groundwater contamination and the 
sources, as well as, discharges
In 2016 the NC Policy Collaboratory was established to research PFAS occurrence in 
drinking water and identify location of point sources. In 2019 sampling was done at 
drinking water intakes
NC has issued NOVs to WWTPs and seem to be regulating discharges thru their state NPDES 
program
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https://dec.vermont.gov/sites/dec/files/documents/Water‐Supply‐Rule‐March‐17‐2020.pdf
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Added from ECOS White Paper

https://floridadep.gov/waste/waste‐cleanup/content/pfas‐investigation‐federal‐facilities
http://www.floridahealth.gov/environmental‐health/hazardous‐waste‐sites/contaminant‐
facts/_documents/doh‐pfas‐faq‐update‐03052020.pdf
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Circulate Doodle poll to subgroup members to determine next meeting date
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Draper Aden Associates – please join us on Thursday, January 28 for a panel discussion 
including updates on Virginia DEQ's regulatory action plan and discussion about 
assessment, analytical techniques, and treatment strategies for PFAS.
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